A Rookie Stitcher in England
When Elizabeth hired me to work for the magazine as their graphic designer, I swore up and down that I wasn’t
going to start doing needlepoint. I sew, knit, embroider, weave, draw, paint, do collage, appliqué, felt sculpture,
cook...the last thing I needed was another hobby! But after six weeks at Needlepoint Now, immersed in color,
threads, stitches, gorgeous canvases, beguiling patterns, I couldn’t hold out any longer. I had to start stitching.
Elizabeth, who is just about the
biggest enabler of beginning
needlepointers you’ll ever meet,
got me started with my first project,
and then my second...and then she
asked me if I wanted to go on the
Quintessential Needlepoint Tour
of England. Well, I told her I had to
think about it. And then I realized
that I’d just said I had to think about
the most amazing opportunity ever
and what on earth was wrong with
me!? Of course I wanted to go!
The Quintessential Tour was not just the opportunity to go to England, it was a chance to go on as incredible
of a tour that an artist and craftsperson could want – seeing wonderful sights with Elizabeth and Jeremy as
experienced and knowledgeable guides, while traveling and stitching in good company.
For me, one of the big highlights of the tour was Hampton Court Palace and the Royal School of Needlework.
So much rich history...we ate lunch in Queen Elizabeth the First’s privy kitchen, can you imagine? It was thrilling
to go behind the scenes at the Palace and see areas that are generally not open to the public. For example, the
Royal School’s classrooms are in the old “grace and favour” apartments at the back of the palace, rooms once
reserved for nobility or retired servants held in esteem by the King or Queen.
When we had our class at the Royal School, taught by Becky Quine, a graduate of the School, it wasn’t just
that we had an intensive lesson in stumpwork embroidery (which I loved), we were also given a wonderful
overview of the school and its mission by its chief executive, Dr Susan Kay-Williams. She also brought out
needlework treasures not generally on display out of storage to show us right up close, including one of the
rarely-exhibited “Litany of Loreto” embroideries, and gave us the known history of each piece. I say “known”
because there were a few pieces whose origins were hidden in mystery.
The entire tour experience was amazing from start to finish. I took hundreds of photos, many of which you

can see on our Facebook page, in the 2017 Quintessential Tour album;
photos full of inspiring landscapes, delicious meals, beautiful flowers,
incredible history, and oh, yes, stitching. The projects we took on over
the course of the tour stretched my fledgling stitching skills like almost
no other experience could have done.
While I’m still working through the projects we started, I already have
ideas for future projects inspired by what I saw and learned on the tour.
Even better, there are three tours planned for next year to dream about. I
hope you’ll consider joining us on our adventures in 2018!

Coming in July/August 2017

Birdhouse Box
Canvas by Funda Scully;
stitch guide by Mary Waldsmith.

Land That I Love
Canvas By Pepperberry Designs,
Stitch Guide by Timmy Schultz

Lipstick Choices
By Renee Frank of
Pepita Needlepoint

Petite Plume
By Brenda Kocher

Hello Summer Reading
Canvas by Patti Mann,
Stitch Guide by Jenny Tumlin

Shalom
A year-long stitching project
with NeedleDeeva..

Readers, we love
to share your work!
Please email photos with a brief
description of your work, a bit
about what inspired you, lessons
you learned, etc., to editor@needlepointnow.com, for us to share
as a “Ta Da!” Thank you!

Dear Elizabeth:
I thought you might be interested
in my needlepoint of my son’s house in
Connecticut.
This is my own design from a
photograph. It’s almost finished. Its 18
canvas measures 20” x 27” inches.
Helen Marshall

Magazine Subscribers

Enter to Win!

Congratulations to our winners
in June’s drawing!
Theresa Duenzl won four spools
of Finca No. 8 thread.
Our next drawing will be for
a rainbow of 32 threads - a
Persian Rainbow from Rainbow
Gallery, to be exact!
Just email or call us with your
subscriber I.D. number—it’s as
easy as that. The number is
located above your name on the
mailing label of the magazine.
The drawing takes place on
August 15, 2017.
contest@needlepointnow.com
(541) 935-0238

Stitch A
Perfect Jessica

Please visit our website to view this video and
others: https://www.needlepointnow.com/
project-information/video-instruction/
perfect-jessica/

This is the print version of our free bi-monthy e-newsletter. To recieve the electronic version, please subscribe here:
https://www.needlepointnow.com/newsletter/
Needlepoint Now is the only commercial magazine dedicated solely to the art of needlepoint. Each issue includes a range of projects,
complete with detailed instructions and stitching guides, features offering tips and techniques, current news, product reviews and
introductions to both new and established designers and teachers.

